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The only authority on stitched textiles

Embroidery is the only magazine exclusively devoted to all aspects of 
embroidery in design, art, craft  and culture.

We are known for quality and innovation – for promoting embroidery 
through the work of infl uential artists, designers and makers using 
stitched thread as their medium.

Both professionals and enthusiasts turn to Embroidery for our 
exceptional editorial on art, design, fashion, events, trends, history, 
exhibitions and culture. 

More than 76% of our readers have a specifi c interest in textile-related 
exhibitions, textile artists, events and embroidery in design.

We have an impeccable history – Embroidery was founded in 1932 – 
making us the world’s longest established magazine for the applied arts. 

Our pedigree ensures our editorial is trusted by the community we serve 
– from retailers, curators and designers, to artists and home stitchers.

D ATA

Embroidery is published six times a year.

6,000 print run: majority purchased on subscription.

Our subscribers live in Europe, USA and Australia.

We have off ered a digital edition since 2013.
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R E A D E R S H I P
We have a dedicated following

54% of our readers have been subscribing for 
more than 7 years, another 32% have been 
subscribing 2-6 years.

It is a magazine that readers keep. 46% keep all of 
their copies, whilst 52% share and pass on their 
copies to friends and family.

The majority are female aged between 22 and 55.

They are artists, enthusiasts, students, designers 
and craft speople, teachers, curators, gallerists, 
dealers and retailers.

Their income is above average.

The majority are educated to degree level or 
above.

Their purchases are infl uenced by our editorial.

They regularly attend sewing shows and 
exhibitions throughout the year.

They count fi ne art, gardening, historic houses, 
museums, theatre and overseas travel to pursue 
textiles among their interests.

SOURCE: READER SURVEY.

www.embroiderersguild.comembroiderymagazine.co.uk www.media-shed.co.uk
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Above: Stitch Journal (detail), 
2013-ongoing. Recycled linen, 
naturally dyed silk threads.
Left & right: Lull (detail), 
2016-17. Recycled linen, silk 
thread dyed with found plant 
material, hand stitch. 
IMAGES COURTESY BATSFORD. 
PHOTOGRAPHY: MICHAEL WICKS
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profile

SLOW  STORIES
Claire Wellesley-Smith has always explored cloth, dye and 
stitch as carriers of both natural and social history – 2020’s 
pandemic only added further agency to these stories

C
laire Wellesley-Smith has a new  
book out this April. She’s been 
working on Resilient Stitch: Wellbeing 
and Connection in Textile Art (Batsford) 
for two years and pondering the 

issues it covers for a decade. Issues that she has 
explored in her practice, her doctoral research and 
her ongoing work with (and within) communities*. 
The concept and process of resilience has 
been a recurrent theme throughout this time, 
and informed approaches to healthcare, the 
environment and community development. It’s 
also fed much of Wellesley-Smith’s work in the 

historic textile manufacturing areas of northern 
England, especially her home city of Bradford. 
Project has followed project, one leading naturally 
to the next.
Connections of materiality, people and place, 
the layering of time and narratives, the task of 
simply being and making: these are things lived 
as much as explored. Things held to be important, 
and proven so by their doing, as she has engaged 
a diversity of people with textiles as a means of 
encouraging wellbeing and understanding. In 

Smith has made her practice – and textiles – 
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Danielle Clough
Bill Bowman, 2020. 1.2 x 1.2m.
Wool, cotton thread, salvaged 
metal. Embroidery.
PHOTO: JONO / @BYJONO

Big Smalls, 2019.
Cotton thread, cotton 
shweshe. Embroidery.
PHOTO: ©DANIELLE CLOUGH IELLE CLOUGH
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Sound and vision
Danielle Clough’s interest in visual art, music and South 

African street culture results in bold portraits in demand by 
private and commercial clients around the world
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profile

colour
confidential

ARTISTRY AND 
COLOURFUL HAND 

DYED THREADS 
METAMORPHOSE 
PERFECTLY INTO 

THE DAZZLING 
IKAT ARTWORKS 

FASHIONED BY 
JACOB MONK

JACOB MONK HAS BEEN (happily) back in his studio 
at Cockpit Arts in Deptford since the end of July. He spent 
the four months of lockdown with his family in Manchester, 
where he has a small table loom and made sure to use his 
time wisely, and exploring paper as a medium; taking his 
work in new directions. 
‘Being away from the studio I started doing the paper 
weaving, a little bit to pass the time but also just for general 
development and to see where it would go. I really enjoyed 
doing them. Some of my paper weaves are based on my ikat 
weaves. For each design I was painting two sheets, one for the 
warp, one for the weft . �ou can see the relationship between 
warp and the weft  much more in the paper weaves.’ 
He recently set up his online shop, too, in reaction to the 
disruption of future plans that lockdown has caused: ‘I felt 
like I had to get my stuff  online. �ou just hope that one way 
or another people will fi nd you. Paper is a little bit more 
aff ordable, which also feels right at the moment.’

Jacob Monk at work on Ikat Flame. 2018. 39.5 x 64cm. Wool. Hand-weave.  
Opposite: Pink Princess, 2019. 59 x 93cm. Cotton. Hand-weave.
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T E C H N I C A L 
S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

Artwork should be supplied via email to 
info@media-shed.co.uk 

Please supply print ready PDF fi les 
using the following format:

All images must be CMYK and high 
resolution (300 dpi recommended).

All fonts must be embedded or 
converted to outlines. 

Black text is 100% black and not a 
mix of CMYK. White text is not set 
to overprint.

Files must not contain any 
transparent elements.

PDF fi les to be supplied as composite 
CMYK, no special or Pantone colours 
or RGB can be used.

For full page adverts a bleed area 
of 4 mm must be added to the trim 
size. Crop marks at trim size (210 x 
297mm). Artwork must be at least 
10mm from the edge of the page.

Supply double page spreads as two 
single PDFs.

Save fi les as pdf/x-1a:2001 when 
available.

Files should be no larger than 5mb.

Design services for artwork are 
available.

Note: no liability is accepted by the 
publisher for reproduction of fi les 
sent that do not comply with the 
above specifi cations.

R AT E  C A R D

R AT E S
Costs are per single insertion and exclude VAT

A D V E R T I S I N G  D E A D L I N E S

COVER DATE COPY BY ON SALE

January • February end November end December 
March • April end January end February
May • June end March end April
July • August end May end June
September • October end July end August
November • December  end September end October

M E C H A N I C A L  D ATA 
Width by height
Eighth page 90 x 60mm
Quarter page 90 x 126mm
Half page 185 x 126mm horizontal or 90 x 260mm vertical
Full page 216 x 303mm (including bleed) 210 x 297mm (Trim)

T E R M S  A N D  C O N D I T I O N S
Cancellation in writing required 60 days prior to insertion date. Special positions should 
be secured 60 days in advance. Costs given are per single insertion and exclude VAT.

To fi nd out more about promoting your products and services, please call
Media Shed on 020 3475 6811 or email info@media-shed.co.uk

www.embroiderersguild.comembroiderymagazine.co.uk www.media-shed.co.uk

SINGLE 3 ISSUES £ 6 ISSUES £
 ISSUE £ 15% discount 20% discount

DPS 1400.00 1190.00 1120.00

OBC 800.00 680.00 640.00

IBC 750.00 637.50 600.00

IFC 750.00 637.50 600.00

Full Pg 700.00 595.00 560.00

Half Pg 360.00 306.00 288.00

Quarter Pg 200.00 170.00 160.00

Eighth Pg 100.00 85.00 80.00

Banner from 100.00 85.00 80.00
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THE CRAFT OF 
RESISTANCE
Sarah Corbett is the quiet architect of 
‘Gentle Protest’ through craft. Meet the 
introvert activist who is encouraging 
others to make a difference
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Sarah Corbett, the founder of the Craftivist 
Collective, is a remarkable individual. A self-
confessed introvert, she is nonetheless an 

inspirational and witty speaker on the art of gentle 
and creative protest. Corbett has performed on the 
TED stage, given a Lost Lecture and delivered talks, 
workshops and events all over the world. 
An activist since the age of three, when she 
squatted successfully with her parents to prevent 
the demolition of social housing in Everton in 
her hometown of Liverpool, Corbett went on to 
become Head Girl at school, campaigning alone, 
quietly and gently, for the securing of lockers and 
the outlawing of the wearing of gym knickers for 
sports (she won the first but lost the second). 

Sarah walking to a workshop with 
her trunk of craftivism resources. 
PHOTO: JONATHAN CHERRY
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Marian Bijlenga, 
Multicolour V (detail), 
2019. 100 x 100cm. 
Fish scales, dye, stitching. 
Right: Marian Bijlenga 
in her studio in 2010.
PHOTOGRAPHY: ©MARIAN BIJLENGA   
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pioneer

W O N D E R  WAL L
Rather than drawing on paper, Marian Bijlenga  

draws in three dimensions, creating a series of  rhythmical, 
visual relationships between form, pattern and mark

MARIAN BIJLENGA MOVED into her 
studio in 1984, two years after graduating 
from Amsterdam’s Rietveld Art Academy 
where she had studied textile design: a 
studio that has been the centre of her 
practice ever since. 
One of 120 ateliers in a converted 
hospital building a short walk from the 
Rijksmuseum, this is where she explores 
ideas and makes work. The space has all 
she desires – ‘the silence of a white wall’ 
and ‘the passage of light’ shed by a large 
window that frames her workspace. It is 

and starts to play, connecting dots and 
lines in a myriad of patterns. It is this light 
that creates the shadows that are integral 
to her practice. This is the room that 
holds the traces of what has gone before, 
and the seeds of what is to come. It is a 
place of order and structure; of abstract 
forms and fragments of colours. A place 
very much like Bijlenga’s work. Minimal, 

considered, a thing of simple beauty. 
Not that her work is limited solely to 
this room. Bijlenga exhibits internationally, 
is represented in numerous public 
collections and has taken residencies  
in countries as diverse as Mali, Iceland  
and Ireland. A different light in each. A 
different space. Different materials too: 

Yet everything seems to return to this 
studio; to the white walls, the shifts of  
light and the years spent ‘drawing in  
space with textiles’.
‘My work goes in circles. It is an expanding 
circle, getting more layers in time.’ Bijlenga’s 
career has been a sustained investigation 
of positive and negative space using 
minimal marks, colours and forms. The 
Zero Art movement has been a key 

explorations that most inform her 
practice. One work leading naturally  
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preview

T H E  S H A P E  O F 
T H I N G S  T O  C O M E

Karolina Merska’s love of art history took a detour when she discovered 
the endangered craft of Polish pajaki–traditional mobiles to you or me
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PAJAKI ARE TRADITIONAL DECORATIONS made with 
rye straw decorated with colourful paper pompoms or fl owers. 
There’s a beautiful open air museum in my hometown of Lublin 
and this is where I saw them for the fi rst time. I remember 
stepping inside a traditional wooden house with pajaki hanging 
in the middle of the main room. It was love at fi rst sight.

Their history dates back to the mid-18th century. They used 
to be made by women to decorate their homes for Christmas. 
Aft er harvest in the summer they always kept some straw to 
make pajaki during the cold autumn and winter. People believed 
that rye straw has magical properties and would scare away bad 
demons from the house. Pajaki hanging above a Christmas table 
was supposed to bring a good harvest, good luck and happiness 
in the New Year. Aft er Christmas, a new pajaki would be made 
for Easter. They were also made for other celebrations, like 
weddings and christenings. 

I love how pajaki look. They make me feel happy. It’s interesting 
to see so many diff erent varieties in Poland. In Lowicz, a city 
famous for its folklore, pajaki are made with a woollen platform 
inside, while in the Kurpie region they are made with peas, 
beans and decorated only with paper fl owers. Also, I love the 
story behind them; the beliefs people had a long time ago 
while making them. It’s important to me so I always mention 
it – they’re not only colourful decorations. 

When I started making pajaki in 2016 it was an almost 
forgotten craft , made mostly by elderly women. You could 
mostly see them in museums gathering dust. Young people 
didn’t know about them or found them tacky or old fashioned. 
Now they’ve started making them, which is amazing. My idea 
was to revive pajaki but I never expected I would publish a book 
and that they’d get so much attention. Seeing them now hanging 
in modern houses makes me very happy.

I have a Master’ s in History of Art. My study focused on theory; 
sadly I didn’t have any practical workshops. I was very interested 
in the history of Polish folk art, which wasn’t part of my studies. 
I made my fi rst pajaki by looking at old photographs. I can say I 
am a self-taught artist as I always liked to make things with my 
hands and experiment with diff erent materials and techniques. 
I fi nd inspiration in paintings and architecture. 

Writing a book about pajaki was one of my dreamy plans. 
I was over the moon when Pavilion contacted me. I feel very 
happy and proud that I get to write about my Polish heritage 
and share the history of pajaki and my ideas with a wider 
audience. I kept receiving lots of questions about them – how to 
make pompoms or build a structure – as there was no book about 
how to make them. Finally, the fi rst book about pajaki is here 
and I hope this beautiful and unique craft  won’t be forgotten. 

The book is divided into two categories – traditional and 
contemporary pajaki. It was important for me to present 
traditional pajaki, starting with a simple, quick design 
progressing to making the most complicated one. My idea for the 
contemporary chapter was to experiment with new materials to 
show people unlimited ways of making and decorating their own 
pajaki. I also included the stories of three artists – Helena, Zofi a 
and Jozef, who I met during my travels in Poland. I learned a lot 
about pajaki craft  through meetings with artists. It’s exciting that 
I can share these designs with a new audience. 

karolinamerska.com

Making Mobiles: create 
beautiful Polish pająki 
from natural materials
by Karolina Merska is 
published by Pavilion 
on May 13. £20

Making Mobiles: create 
beautiful Polish pająki 
from natural materials
by Karolina Merska is 
published by Pavilion 
on May 13. £20
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